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The unprecedented global COVID-19 pandemic has brought a new
crisis: mental health crisis.

And for many youth, the isolation, lack of in-person socialization,
and online schooling have triggered mental health conditions and
aggravated existing ones at a rate beyond belief. 

A GROWING CRISIS
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This age group is the most vulnerable. Up to 75% of mental
health problems start before the age of 24 and if not
addressed accordingly, may lead to long-term negative
consequences in the future.

18 to 25 years old

Experience a mental health problem. Untreated, this can lead
to physical harm, social outcasting and isolation, unstable
employment, and even financial insecurity. 

1 in 5 Canadians



Project Reset: 
to bring awareness

about youth’s
mental health

challenges and to
help them become
mentally resilient.

 

AWARENESS
We use the power of social media to
empower and encourage positive
messaging in removing the stigma
around mental health.

INNOVATION &
SUSTAINABILITY
The Reset Eye Masks are instrumental
because they propelled our team to
become innovative and transformed
our social outreach into a social
enterprise.  

CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT
We continue to organize programs such
as yoga classes, art competition, games
night, journaling, and meditation
workshops that benefit the mental
health and overall wellness of our target
audience

ALLIES FOR A
COLLECTIVE ACTION

Enactus Centennial College is
committed to promoting good

health and well-being for all



NO ONE EVER
FEELS ALONE
We, at Enactus Centennial, want to ensure that the younger generation has a
future where they feel supported and taken care of.

Partnered with wellness professionals,
Samantha Thomas and Kat Amey
Supported local SMEs in Etsy and Eva's Print
Shop - a local business that also advocates
for at-risk youth

ENTREPRENEURSHIP &
PARTNERSHIPS

Sold 200 Reset Eye Masks and Bookmarks
$2000 in revenue with 100% margin
Distributed 50 wellness kits to at-risk youth
Direct impact to 262 individuals
Indirect impact to 4,934 people

IMPACT THAT MATTERS

Continuous wellness programs to further
engage the community we have built
Launch of Project Reset website - a platform
where youth can get the resources and
support they need when they feel like they
need to hit the RESET button

A BRIGHTER TOMORROW
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